Errata in "Ceol Mor" first edition.

P. 29. "The Aged Warrior's Lament" 2 p. II. is still incorrect and will be done over again.

P. 44. "The Old Woman's Lullaby" 1st line of page. In the 3rd bar the highest note should be A and not G.

P. 65. "The Rout of Ben Doeg" In the last line of G. The last bar should commence with an E or an F crotchet preceding the full C echo to give correct time.

P. 77. "Lament for General Cleaver" In first line, 3rd bar, for high G read high A.

P. 129. "Miss Mabel Thomason's Salute" In letterpress type below the music for "over" read "once."

P. 181. "Lament for the Harp Tree" In G last line. The last bar should read with a broken (briost) G couplet and a pause over the G.